
 

DachsieHaven Rescue 
Terms of Adoption 

 
These terms have been carefully thought out to ensure the best possible homes for our special four legged 

companions. This is just a minimum guideline for what I believe necessary to provide a loving, safe and happy 

forever home for these wonderful animals. 
 

When I adopt a dog from DachsieHaven Rescue I agree to the following terms and conditions: 

1. I will care for this dog with all the love and attention necessary for its happiness. I will 

provide proper food, water, care and indoor shelter for this animal at all times. 

2. I will have a veterinarian that is proficient in the care of small canines. 

3. I will make sure that the dog receives prompt and proper veterinary care whenever it 

becomes necessary whether it be an emergency or regular checkups and vaccinations. 

4. I will keep all vaccinations current as recommended by my veterinarian. 

5. I will make sure this dog is spayed or neutered within one month of adoption if this has not 

already been done and will provide DachsieHaven Rescue with proof of this procedure from 

my veterinarian. 

6. I will have this dog micro chipped and provide it with a collar and ID tags to insure that if it 

should ever be lost it will b promptly returned to its home. 

7. I will not sell, trade, transfer ownership (including family members), abandon or dispose of 

this dog in any way. I will immediately notify DachsieHaven Rescue if I must give up this 

dog for any reason. 

8. I will keep this dog as my household pet and companion. I will make sure that the dog is 

kept in secure conditions at all times by either placing it in a fenced yard, keeping it on a 

leash or under supervision at all times. 

9. I will never allow this dog to run loose without proper adult supervision. I will never chain 

or tie up this dog alone in a yard. 

10. I will obey all animal control regulation covering the community I live in. I will properly 

license this animal with the city/county within one month of adoption. 

11. I will assume full responsibility for this dog and its actions. 

12. I will not willfully put this dog in a situation I know will bring harm to the dog, another 

animal or any adult or child. 

13. I will keep in mind any issues this dog may have with other dogs, cats, children or animals 

before exposing my dog to the situation. 

By signing this document I agree to abide by the Terms of Adoption listed above. If I should fail to 

follow the Terms of Adoption I agree to surrender the animal to a representative of DachsieHaven 

Rescue upon demand. 

_____________________________ ________________________________ _______________ 
Signature Print Name Date 

Witnessed by DachsieHaven Representative: 

_____________________________ ________________________________ _______________ 
Signature Print Name Date 

 


